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Two types of 3D MAS NMR experiments are introduced, which combine standard (NC,CC) transfer schemes with (1H,1H) mix-
ing to simultaneously detect connectivities and structural constraints of uniformly 15N,13C-labeled proteins with high spectral res-
olution. The homonuclear CCHHC and CCC experiments are recorded with one double-quantum evolution dimension in order to
avoid a cubic diagonal in the spectrum. Depending on the second transfer step, spin systems or proton–proton contacts can be deter-
mined with reduced spectral overlap. The heteronuclear NHHCC experiment encodes NH–HC proton–proton interactions, which
are indicative for the backbone conformation of the protein. The third dimension facilitates the identification of the amino acid spin
system. Experimental results on U-[15N,13C]valine and U-[15N,13C]ubiquitin demonstrate their usefulness for resonance assignments
and for the determination of structural constraints. Furthermore, we give a detailed analysis of alternative multidimensional sam-
pling schemes and their effect on sensitivity and resolution.
 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Solid-state MAS [1] NMR spectroscopy has become
a useful method for structural studies on proteins that
can be neither solubilized nor crystallized, as is often
the case for membrane-bound proteins, protein aggre-
gates, and fibrils [2–6]. Investigation of the 3D protein
structure requires a large number of structural con-
straints, which ideally should be available from one or
a limited set of samples. Therefore, much effort has re-
cently been put into the study of uniformly or multiply1090-7807/$ - see front matter  2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.jmr.2004.11.020
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The first step towards structure elucidation is the
assignment of the observable 13C and 15N resonances
to the corresponding nuclei. In the past decade, a variety
of dipolar recoupling techniques have been developed
(see, for example [7–10]), which are characterized by dif-
ferent bandwidths and transfer characteristics. In larger
proteins, the resolution is limited by spectral overlap
and multidimensional NMR experiments are manda-
tory. Different heteronuclear 3D NCC [11–16] and
CNC [17,18] experiments have been suggested and have
proven to be useful for spectral assignment. For the
assignment of proton resonances, 1H evolution periods
have been combined with one or two rare-spin (i.e.,
13C or 15N) detected time domains [19–21,75]. Further-
more, a set of 3D experiments with two high-resolution
dimensions (13C or 15N) have been designed for the
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straints. These experiments monitor the dephasing of
double-quantum coherences or cross-peak signal ampli-
tudes under the combined effect of two dipolar couplings
[22,23]. In addition, NMR schemes that read out the
dependence of the intensity of homonuclear cross-peaks
on the spinning frequency or on the amplitude of a weak
radio-frequency field under chemical-shift selective dipo-
lar recoupling conditions have been reported [24,25].
As is well known from protein solution-state NMR
[26,27], the determination of proton–proton distance
constraints provides a rich source for defining secondary
and tertiary protein structure by NMR. Because of the
limited spectral resolution of 1H MAS NMR spectros-
copy, indirect detection schemes for proton–proton
interactions have been employed for a long time (see,
for example [28–35]). In addition to the study of macro-
molecular assemblies [36,37], such N/CHHC methods
[33,34] were recently used to probe protein–protein inter-
faces [38], molecular dynamics [39], and to determine the
three-dimensional structure of uniformly 13C,15N-la-
beled (poly)peptides under MAS conditions [34,40].
With increasing number of residues, spectral overlap
can complicate an unequivocal spectral assignment and
structural analysis. For this reason, we introduce in the
following novel three-dimensional high-resolution
MAS NMR experiments, which efficiently combine stan-
dard rare-spin (NC,CC) polarization transfer schemes
[7,8,41–46] with mixing units that indirectly encode
(1H,1H) contacts with increased resolution. In addition,
we present a homonuclear 3D experiment containing
one double-quantum evolution dimension, which is use-
ful for the identification of spin systems and can, under
appropriate experimental conditions [47], be applied
for sequential resonance assignment of amino acids in
uniformly labeled proteins.
One drawback of 3D NMR spectroscopy is the larger
time requirement, due to the increased dimensionality of
the indirect time space. In solution-state NMR, the min-
imal total acquisition time is often dictated not by the
sensitivity but by the total number of scans required,
and a variety of methods for faster acquisition of N-di-
mensional spectra have been developed, which circum-
vent the sampling of the full (t1, . . . , tN1) space
[48–51]. Reduced dimensionality experiments [52] have
also been applied in solid-state MAS NMR spectroscopy
[17,53,54], as well as nonlinear sampling [55]. However,
due to the low sensitivity of solid-state NMR experi-
ments (for example, as a result of multiple polarization
transfer steps and the lower gyromagnetic ratios of the
rare-spin nuclei), the main requirement for a multidi-
mensional sampling scheme is not the reduction of the
total number of scans but rather the maximization of
the average signal-to-noise ratio (S/rN) per scan. A
seemingly attractive approach towards this goal is
adapting the sampling protocol in the indirect dimen-sions to the two-dimensional decay curve of the magne-
tization. In particular, a triangular sampling scheme has
been suggested earlier for solution-state NMR [56],
where data points are only acquired in the lower triangle
of the (t1, t2) plane (defined by the condition t1/
t1max + t2/t2max 6 1), the region where the intensity of
the exponentially decaying magnetization curve is stron-
gest. A gain of factor 2 in sensitivity compared to acqui-
sition of the full dataset was postulated for long
acquisition times, and a similar triangular truncation
of 2D data sets was suggested as an alternative apodiza-
tion method [57]. However, a reduction of the time
domain of multidimensional data sets is always compro-
mised by a decrease in resolution. Therefore, effects of
data truncation have to be included in the discussion
of alternative sampling schemes in order to obtain a fair
comparison to traditional sampling schemes. The pur-
pose of this paper is twofold: In Section 2.1, we intro-
duce 3D pulse schemes that are tailored to the
detection of proton–proton contacts with enhanced
spectral resolution. Second, we present a detailed analy-
sis of alternative sampling schemes and their effects on
sensitivity and resolution in Section 2.2. In Section 3,
experimental results are shown for U-[15N,13C]Val and
ubiquitin. The effect of different acquisition schemes on
the quality of the spectrum is demonstrated for a 3D
CCHHC spectrum of U-Val.2. Methods
2.1. 3D pulse sequences
In Fig. 1A, the pulse scheme for the homonuclear
high-resolution 3D NMR experiments is depicted. To
avoid a cubic diagonal, the sequence contains one dou-
ble-quantum (2Q) t1 evolution dimension, such that
each signal is encoded with at least two frequencies.
For double-quantum excitation and reconversion, any
homonuclear dipolar recoupling sequence, such as sym-
metry-based pulse schemes or HORROR (see, for exam-
ple [7,8,42,45,46]), can be used. In order to restrict the
frequency-range of the double-quantum dimension to
the side chain region of the spectrum, recoupling
schemes requiring low RF power, such as HORROR
[42] (Fig. 1B) or R18510 or R18
5
8 (Fig. 1C) [46], are pref-
erable. The coherence pathway indicated in the diagram
of Fig. 1A is selected by cycling the RF and receiver
phases as given in the figure caption. After reconversion
to single-quantum coherence, the second homonuclear
mixing can be achieved either by dipolar CC mixing or
by transfer via proton–proton interactions. Examples
for proton-driven spin-diffusion [41] and longitudinal
proton–proton mixing [33] are given in Figs. 1D and
E, respectively. Note that proton-mediated magnetiza-
tion transfer is indicative for short proton–proton con-
Fig. 1. Pulse sequences for 3D homonuclear correlation experiments
in the solid state. Black rectangles represent 90 pulses. Double-
quantum excitation and reconversion (2Qexc, 2Qrec) can be achieved,
for example, with HORROR [42] (B) or with a symmetry-based
recoupling sequence, as R185n with n = 8 or n = 10 [46] (C). The second
CC mixing is either proton-driven spin-diffusion (D) [41] or proton-
mediated polarization transfer (E) [33,34]. Longitudinal (1H,1H)
mixing for proton-mediated transfer in the CCHHC experiment can
be achieved by zero- or double-quantum mixing units discussed in [34].
For homonuclear CC mixing, through-bond [72] or DQ recoupling
[7,8,42,45,46] techniques could be used in addition to proton-driven
spin-diffusion. The coherence pathway was selected by the following
phase cycle: /1 = {x}16, /2 = {x,y,x,y}4, /3 = {x2,x2}4, /
4 = {x4,y4,x4,y4}, /rec = {x,x,x,x,y,y,y,y,x,x,x,x,
y,y,y,y} for longitudinal CC-mixing and: /1 = {x}32, /2={x2,
y2,x2,y2} /3 = {x4,x4}, /4 = {x8,y8,x8,y8}, /5 = {x,x}16,
/rec = {x,x,x,x,x,x,x,x,y,y,y,y,y,y,y,y,x,x,x,x,
x,x,x,x,y,y,y,y,y,y,y,y} for proton-mediated transfer. In
both cases, sign discrimination in the two indirect dimensions is
accomplished by time proportional phase incrementation (TPPI) [73]
of /2 by 45 with t1, and of both phases /2 and /3 by 90 with t2.
Fig. 2. Pulse sequence for the 3D heteronuclear NHHCC correlation
experiment in the solid state. Black rectangles represent 90 pulses.
Longitudinal zero-quantum mixing was applied for (1H,1H) transfer
from protonated 15N to 13CHx (x = 1,2,3) groups [33]. In addition to
proton-driven spin-diffusion, through-bond [74] or DQ recoupling
[7,8,42,45,46] techniques could be used for homonuclear CC mixing.
Indicated RF and receiver phases for the NHHCC experiments are: /
1 = {x}32, /2 = {x,x}16, /3 = {x2,x2}8, /4 = {x8,y8,x8,y8} /
5 = {x4,x4}4,/rec = {x,x,x,x,x,x,x,x,y,y,y,y,y,y,y,
y,x,x,x,x,x,x,x,x,y,y,y,y,y,y,y,y}. Sign discrimina-
tion in both indirect dimensions was achieved with TPPI of /2 by 90
with t1, and of /4 by 90 with t2.
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code contacts between amino acid side chains separated
in the primary structure, whereas dipolar CC mixing in
uniformly labeled samples leads to a transfer between
the shortest CC contacts, i.e., directly bonded carbon
atoms [33,34]. The same set of mixing units was assumed
in the context of a 3D NHHCC experiment (Fig. 2).
Here, a heteronuclear magnetization transfer encodes a
close contact between the protons attached directly to
the nuclei involved. In contrast to standard 3D HET-
COR NCC experiments [11–16], which give information
about connectivities, this experiment yields information
about the conformation of the protein backbone [33,34].Compared to [33,34], (1H,1H) mixing has been imple-
mented without an initial proton dephasing delay by set-
ting the phases of the first two proton CP-pulses
orthogonal to each other. As a result, artifacts due to
CP interference effects between proton magnetization
created before and after t1 are minimized. Both types
of correlation experiments can be easily modified if
other transfer schemes, in particular at MAS rates above
15 kHz [34,38], are preferable.
2.2. Sensitivity considerations for multidimensional NMR
experiments
The sensitivity of a processed NMR spectrum is de-
fined as the signal-to-noise ratio, scaled with the square
root of the total number of scans, N [58]. For a multidi-
mensional spectrum, the signal, S, is proportional to the
total number of scans and the normalized integral of the
weighted time-domain signal envelope se (t1, t2, . . . , ti)
over the sampled multidimensional time space (Eq. (1)).
S  NR R R
t1;t2;...;ti
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On the other hand, the root mean square (rms) noise,
rN, is proportional to the square root of the total num-
ber of scans and the normalized rms amplitude of the
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Fig. 3. (A) Two-dimensional signal envelope se (t1, t2) for signals with
Lorentzian lineshape. (B) Triangular acquisition scheme for a Lorentz-
ian signal. (C) Signal envelope se for a spectrum rectangularly sampled
over the same area in the (t1, t2)-space as in (B). (D) Two-dimensional
signal envelope se for signals with Gaussian lineshape. (E) Circular
acquisition scheme for Gaussian signals, (F) reduced rectangle
spanning the same area in the (t1, t2) space as (E).
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rect time domain, t3max, does not affect the experiment
time, and the signal-to-noise ratio S/rN can be opti-
mized after the acquisition by applying an appropriate
filter function in this dimension. If we further assume
purely homogeneous line broadening (equivalent to a
signal envelope that factorizes into a product se (t1) Æ
se (t2) Æ s
e (t3)), it is sufficient to consider the sensitivity
of a three-dimensional spectrum as a function of the
two-dimensional time space sampled in the indirect time
domains t1 and t2. Assuming that the repetition rate has
been optimized, the sensitivity (as defined in Eq. (4.3.17)















The sensitivity is independent of the number of scans,
depending only on the region of the (t1, t2) space which
is sampled and on the filter function, h (t1, t2). It is well
known that the filter function giving rise tomaximum sen-
sitivity is the matched filter function h (t1, t2) = s
e (t1, t2),
however, often at the expense of resolution [58]. Alterna-
tively, the sampling scheme can be adjusted to match the
decay curve se (t1, t2). Apart from nonlinear sampling [59],
where the density of the sampled (t1, t2) points is propor-
tional to se (t1, t2), or in situ filtering [60], where the num-
ber of scans per slice is proportional to se (t1, t2), the
regularly sampled (t1, t2) space can be restricted to a re-
gion where the intensity of se (t1, t2) is above a certainmin-
imum [56,57]. This method is particularly attractive as
the fast Fourier transform algorithm is still applicable.
In the simplest case, the signal decays exponentially with
the time constants T ð1Þ2 and T
ð2Þ
2 in the indirect time do-
mains, giving rise to a signal envelope se (t1, t2) as de-
scribed in Eq. (4) (Fig. 3A).
seðt1; t2Þ ¼ seð0; 0Þ  expft1=T ð1Þ2 g  expft2=T ð2Þ2 g: ð4Þ
The contour levels where se (t1, t2) = a are defined by the
equation t1=T
ð1Þ
2 þ t2=T ð2Þ2 ¼ lnðseð0; 0Þ=aÞ and the (t1, t2)
space matching the region of highest intensity corre-
sponds to a triangle in the (t1, t2) region (Fig. 3B) [56].
The normalized integral of se (t1, t2) (without a filter
function) over the full (t1, t2) space, Æse (t1, t2)æ, is (with
t1max=T
ð1Þ
2 ¼ t2max=T ð2Þ2 ¼ timax=T ðiÞ2 ):
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: ð5ÞFor triangular sampling with t1/t1max + t2/t2max 6 1, we
find
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In Fig. 4A, the sensitivity gain for a triangularly sam-
pled spectrum, with respect to a full square, is plotted as
a function of timax=T
ðiÞ
2 . It is obvious that, for long indi-
rect acquisition times timax, the sensitivity can be dou-
bled by sampling only the lower triangle of the (t1, t2)
space (Fig. 3B), as the acquisition time is halved and
the noise is reduced by the factor 1/21/2 (Fig. 4A, Eq.
(3)) [56]. However, the sensitivity of a multidimensional
NMR spectrum is likewise increased by reducing timax.
Therefore, it is essential to also compare the triangu-
larly sampled spectrum to a spectrum sampled over a
rectangle of the same area, defined by
tsquareimax ¼ ttriangimax =21=2, as displayed in Fig. 3C. The ratio be-
tween the sensitivities with triangular and square sam-
pling is then:
Fig. 5. (A,B) Simulated peak shapes for a Lorentzian line with
timax=T
ðiÞ
2 ¼ 2. (A) Triangular acquisition, (B) reduced rectangular
acquisition, leading to an effective timax=T
ðiÞ
2 ¼ 1:41. (C,D) Simulated
peak shapes for a Gaussian line for different acquisition schemes with
timax=T
ðiÞ
2 ¼ 1:5. (C) Circular acquisition, (D) reduced rectangular
acquisition, leading to an effective timax=T
ðiÞ
2 ¼ 1:18. Contour lines were
drawn at 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 80, and 95% of the peak height.
Fig. 4. (A) Sensitivity gain (in%) for a signal with Lorentzian lineshape,
if a spectrumwith triangular acquisition (as in Fig. 3B) is compared to a
spectrum acquired over the full rectangle (Fig. 3A), as a function of
timax=T
ðiÞ
2 , with timax=T
ðiÞ
2 ¼ t1max=T ð1Þ2 ¼ t2max=T ð2Þ2 . (B) Sensitivity gain
(in %) for a Lorentzian signal with triangular acquisition (as in Fig. 3B)
when compared to a spectrum sampled over a rectangle of the same area
in the (t1, t2)-space (Fig. 3C), with t
square
imax ¼ timax=21=2 as a function of
timax=T
ðiÞ
2 . (C) Linewidths at half signal heights for a simulated spectrum
with Lorentzian lineshape, acquired with the triangular acquisition
scheme (stars) and the reduced square (dotted line) and for a spectrum
acquired over the full rectangle (full line) as a function of timax=T 2ðiÞ, with
timax=T
ðiÞ
2 ¼ t1max=T ð1Þ2 ¼ t2max=T ð2Þ2 . (D) Sensitivity gain (in %) for a
Gaussian signal for a spectrum with circular acquisition (as in Fig. 3E)
versus a spectrum acquired over the full rectangle (Fig. 3D) as a function
of timax=T
ðiÞ
2 . (E) Sensitivity gain (in%) of aGaussian signal in a circularly
sampled spectrum, compared to a spectrum sampled over the reduced
square (as in Fig. 3F). (F) Linewidths at half signal heights for a
simulated spectrum with Gaussian lineshape (stars), acquired with the
circular acquisition schemeand the reduced square (dotted line) and for a
spectrum acquired over the full rectangle (full line) as a function of
timax=T
ðiÞ
2 , with timax=T
ðiÞ
2 ¼ t1max=T ð1Þ2 ¼ t2max=T ð2Þ2 .
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Here, timax is the maximum value in the triangular sam-
pling scheme. In Fig. 4B, the sensitivity gain for a trian-
gularly sampled spectrum with respect to the reduced
square is plotted. A maximum intensity gain of 3.75%
can be obtained for timax=T
ðiÞ
2 ¼ 2:3 in the triangularsampling scheme. For long maximum acquisition times,
the sensitivity becomes equal for the two cases. A reduc-
tion of the indirect time space is always accompanied by
a decrease in resolution. Therefore, a thorough compar-
ison of different acquisition schemes also has to include
the linewidths in the indirect dimensions. In Fig. 4C, the
linewidths in the indirect dimensions of spectra obtained
with the three acquisition schemes are displayed as
a function of timax=T
ðiÞ
2 , obtained from numerical simula-
tions (assuming T ð1Þ2 ¼ T ð2Þ2 ). Within the digital resolu-
tion, no difference between the linewidths at half
height in F1 and F2 of the triangular (stars) and the re-
duced sampling scheme (dotted line) could be found.
However, compared to the full rectangular spectrum
(full line), at least in the region where the sensitivity gain
is strongest, the signal width at half height is enhanced
for the triangular sampling scheme. In contrast to the
linewidth, the truncation artifacts depend strongly on
the sampling scheme. A comparison of the simulated
lineshapes obtained with timax=T
ðiÞ
2 ¼ 2 with triangular
and rectangular truncation is shown in Figs. 5A and
B. For the reduced rectangle (Fig. 5B), the Lorentzian
line exhibits the well-known orthogonal oscillatory sig-
nal tails along F1 and F2 [58]. The line generated with
triangular acquisition (Fig. 5A) on the other hand is sur-
rounded by orthogonal oscillations inclined by 45 with
respect to the F1 and F2 axes.
For a signal with a Gaussian lineshape, characterized
by a decay with expfðt1=T ð1Þ2 Þ2  ðt2=T ð2Þ2 Þ2g (Fig. 3D),
the matched filtering condition is fulfilled by an elliptic
Fig. 6. (A) Homonuclear 13C 3D CCHHC spectrum (pulse scheme
Fig. 1A, with longitudinal (1H,1H) mixing as in Fig. 1E) of Fmoc-U-
[15N,13C]valine, recorded at 400 MHz and 13 kHz MAS. Double-
quantum excitation and reconversion was achieved with HORROR
[42] with excitation and reconversion time each being 154 ls. The
longitudinal proton mixing time tHH was 120 ls. The spectrum was
acquired with 55 t1 and t2 increments each, corresponding to
t1max = t2max = 4.2 ms. With 16 scans per slice, the total acquisition
time was 27 h. (B and E) Two 1D slices of spectrum (A), as indicated
by the arrows. (C and F) Corresponding 1D slices of a spectrum
similar to (A) obtained in the same time with triangular sampling (as in
Fig. 3B) of the t1,t 2 space with t1max = t2max = 4.2 ms and 32 scans per
slice. In (D) and (G), the same slices from a similar spectrum, acquired
with reduced square sampling (as in Fig. 3C), are displayed. For this
spectrum 39 t1 and t2 increments according to t1max = t2max = 3.0 ms
were recorded with 32 scans per slice within 27 h. All three spectra were
apodized with a squared trigonometric window function Qsine3
(sin2{p (1  Q1)t/tmaxp/Q} with Q = 3) in all dimensions.
H. Heise et al. / Journal of Magnetic Resonance 173 (2005) 64–74 69acquisition scheme defined by (t1/t1max)
2 + (t2/
t2max)
2 6 1 (Fig. 3E).
In this case, the normalized integral of se (t1, t2) (with-
out a filter function) over the full (t1, t2) space is:
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The sensitivity compared to the full rectangle is in-
creased by the factor 4/p for long indirect acquisition
times timax, corresponding to the ratios of the areas sam-
pled (Fig. 4D). The maximum sensitivity gain compared











n o : ð10Þ
Here, a maximum sensitivity gain of 1.3% can be ob-
tained (Fig. 4E), with linewidths (Fig. 4F, stars) identi-
cal to those of the reduced rectangle (Fig. 4F, dotted
line), whereas the linewidths with respect to the full rect-
angle (Fig. 4F, full line) are increased. Again, the shape
of the truncation artifacts is changed from orthogonal
oscillation patterns along F1 and F2 for square acquisi-
tion (Fig. 5D) to a circular arrangement of oscillations
around the Gaussian signal (Fig. 5C) acquired with
circular acquisition. Here, timax=T
ðiÞ
2 ¼ 1:5 was used for
the elliptic acquisition scheme.
In summary, the sensitivity of a multidimensional
NMR spectrum can be increased by a few percent with-
out loss in resolution if the sampling scheme is adjusted
to the decay curve in the indirect dimensions. However,
in contrast to previous findings [56,57], the resolution
with respect to a spectrum obtained with traditional
sampling over the same area in (t1, t2) space does not im-
prove upon changing the sampling scheme. Truncation
artifacts are altered by the acquisition scheme. In the so-lid state, lineshapes can be further complicated by inho-
mogeneous contributions, which will result in the
formation of echoes, and, as a consequence, deteriorate
the match between the acquisition scheme and the 2D
decay curve.3. Results and discussion
In Fig. 6A, the CCHHC spectrum of Fmoc-U-
[13C,15N]valine, obtained at 400 MHz proton frequency
with 13 kHz MAS, is displayed. Double-quantum coher-
ences were excited and reconverted with HORROR [42].
The three resonances in the F1 dimension correspond to
double-quantum coherences in the side chain region be-
tween Ca and Cb, and between Cb and each Cc. Due to
the use of a weak RF field (6.5 kHz), double-quantum
Fig. 7. (A) 3D CCC spectrum of U-[13C,15N]ubiquitin, obtained at
600 MHz proton frequency with 11 kHz MAS. The spectrum was
acquired using the regular rectangular sampling scheme, with 108 t1
and 90 t2 increments, corresponding to t1max = 2.56 ms and
t2max = 3.73 ms. With 16 scans per slice, the total experiment time
was 90 h. Double-quantum coherence was excited and reconverted
with the R18510 sequence with excitation and reconversion time each
being 910 ls. Proton-driven spin-diffusion with a mixing time of 50 ms
was applied as a second homonuclear mixing step. The spectrum was
processed by multiplication with a Qsine4 window function in all three
dimensions. (B) F1/F3 plane at F2 = 40 ppm, corresponding to the Cb
frequency of I3. (C) F2/F3 plane at F1 = 96.5 ppm, corresponding to
the Ca/Cb double-quantum frequency of I3. Spin systems of I3 are
indicated with dashed lines, spin systems of other amino acids with
dotted lines. (D) 2D spin-diffusion spectrum, 600 MHz proton
frequency with 11 kHz MAS. The mixing time was 40 ms, and 512 t1
experiments and 16 scans per slice.
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created. Because of the double-quantum dimension,
each peak is encoded with at least two frequencies,
and the spectrum is not dominated by a cubic diagonal.
Cross-peaks in the respective F2/F3-planes indicate spa-
tial proximity between protons attached directly to the
corresponding 13C atoms. Two orthogonal 1D slices,
one parallel to F2, the other parallel to F3, are shown
in Figs. 6B and E, respectively. Both slices are taken
from the CaCb double-quantum F2/F3 plane, along
the Cb resonance frequency in F3 or F2, respectively,
as indicated by the arrows in Fig. 6A. The 1D slice along
F2 (Fig. 6B) displays the diagonal signal Cb and the
back-transfer peak from Ca, the 1D slice along F3
(Fig. 6E) indicates that magnetization transfer has oc-
curred during the longitudinal proton mixing time of
120 ls from Hb to Ha and the Hc atoms of both methyl
groups, and that these protons are therefore in close
proximity. The spectrum was acquired with traditional
sampling, as outlined in Fig. 3A, with t1max =
t2max = 4.2 ms, corresponding roughly to 3 · T2 in both
indirect dimensions. For comparison, 1D slices obtained
using triangular (Fig. 3B) and rectangular (Fig. 3C)
truncation are displayed in Figs. 6C, D, F, and G,
respectively. The corresponding 3D data sets were ac-
quired for the same total experimental time. All three
spectra were apodized with a squared trigonometric win-
dow function Qsine3 (sin2{p (1 Q 1)t/timaxp/Q}
with Q = 3) in all three dimensions and scaled to give
the same noise level. Except for changes due to varia-
tions in timax, the linewidths at half signal height in the
indirect dimensions are similar within the limit of digital
resolution (20 Hz) for all considered sampling schemes.
The S/rN ratio is increased by a factor of roughly 1.5
for both truncated spectra with respect to the full spec-
trum. Although the signal is almost completely decayed
in the second half of the (t1, t2) space, the sensitivity gain
upon truncation is well below 2. This observation can be
explained by the apodization, which scales down the
noise acquired during the second half of the experiment.
Fig. 7A displays the homonuclear CCC spectrum of
U-[13C,15N]ubiquitin. Excitation and reconversion of
double-quantum coherences between directly bonded
side chain carbon spins was achieved by R18510 [46] with
a mixing time of 910 ls. The second homonuclear mix-
ing block consists of a spin-diffusion delay with a mixing
time of 50 ms, which is long enough to enable intra-res-
idue magnetization transfer along the full amino acid
side chain. In Fig. 7B, the F1/F3 plane of the CCC spec-
trum at the resonance frequency of 40 ppm in F2 is dis-
played. This frequency corresponds to the Cb chemical
shift of the amino acid I3 [61]. This slice exhibits
cross-peaks between all three double-quantum coher-
ences involving Cb, i.e., CaCb, CbCc1, and CbCc2, in
F1 and all resonances of the Ile residue, i.e., C 0, Ca,
Cb, Cc1, Cd1, and Cc2 along F3, as indicated by thedashed lines. Furthermore, the spin system of one Ly-
sine side chain at the CdCe double-quantum resonance
and of one Leucine at the CaCb and double-quantum
coherence can be seen (dotted line). In Fig. 7C, the
F2/F3 plane at 96.5 ppm, corresponding to the CaCb
double-quantum coherence of I3, is shown. The diago-
nal and back-transfer (anti-diagonal) peaks for Ca and
Fig. 8. (A) 3D NHHCC spectrum of U-[13C,15N]ubiquitin, obtained at
600 MHz proton frequency with 11 kHz MAS. Triangular sampling
with 19 t1 and 54 t2 increments corresponding to t1max = 2.56 ms and
t2max = 2.88 ms, was applied, with 320 scans per slice, amounting to a
total experiment time of 4 days. The longitudinal proton mixing time
tHH was 90 ls, CC mixing was achieved by proton-driven spin-
diffusion with a mixing time of 50 ms. The spectrum was processed by
multiplication with a Qsine4 window function in the F1 and with
Qsine3 window functions (definition given in the text) in the F2 and F3
dimensions. (B) Amino acid stretch S65-L67 of ubiquitin, displaying
the corresponding inter- (solid arrows) and intraresidual (dotted
arrows) (1H,1H) contacts. F1/F2-planes are shown with F3 corre-
sponding to the Ca chemical shifts of S65 (C) and T66 (D). (E–G) F2/
F3 planes at the corresponding 15N shifts in F1.
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true 3D signals for all other spins belonging to the I3
chain are clearly visible at the Ca as well as the Cb res-
onance in F2. Apart from the signals of I3, the L15 res-
onances related to the CaCb double-quantum coherence
at 96.5 ppm (dotted line) are clearly visible. In Figs. 7D,
a 2D spin-diffusion spectrum obtained with a mixing
time of 40 ms is displayed for comparison. The resolu-
tion in the C 0/Ca cross-peak region is strongly limited
due to spectral overlap, caused by the rather poor spec-
tral dispersion of Ca as well as C 0 resonance frequencies.
In contrast, in the 3D spectrum, each C 0 resonance is
now correlated with the Ca as well as the Cb resonance
of the corresponding amino acid, and the C 0 signals of I3
and L15 can be clearly identified. The same applies for
the side chain resonances Cc and Cd, which are now
clearly separated from all other signals. If the spinning
frequency is close to rotational resonance, a long spin-
diffusion time (>100 ms) can give rise to inter-residue
magnetization transfer [47]. It is, therefore, straightfor-
ward to extend this CCC experiment for obtaining
sequential (13C,13C) resonance assignments.
In Fig. 8A, the 3D NHHCC (Fig. 2) correlation spec-
trum of U-[13C,15N]ubiquitin is shown. The proton–pro-
ton mixing time in this case was set to 90 ls. As
discussed in further detail in [34,62], polarization trans-
fer for NH–HC distances of about 2.5 A˚ is maximized
for this mixing time. As is well known from the solution
state [26], the corresponding (NH,HCa) correlations are
dominated by inter-residue NHi+1–HiCa contacts from
b-sheet regions of the protein under study. Intra-residue
NH–HCa contacts from b-sheet regions and inter- and
intraresidual (NH,HCa) correlations from a-helical seg-
ments are attenuated, as the corresponding NH–HCa
distances are above 2.9 A˚ [62]. Incorporation of the
NHHC transfer into a 3D experiment separates NHHC
contacts according to the corresponding carbon reso-
nance frequencies in F2. Magnetization transfer to all
side chain resonances during the following long spin-dif-
fusion time correlates the resonance frequency with the
carbon resonances of the whole side chain and thus al-
lows for the identification of the corresponding amino
acid. In Fig. 8B, the b-sheet stretch S65-T66-L67 from
the crystal structure of ubiquitin is shown. Short inter-
residual NHi+1–HiCa contacts are indicated by solid ar-
rows, the longer intra-residue NH–HCa contacts are
marked with dotted arrows. In the F1/F2 planes at a va-
lue of F3 corresponding to the Ca chemical shifts of S65
(Fig. 8C) and T66 (Fig. 8D), the inter-residual T66N-
S65Ca and L67N-T66Ca correlations dominate the
weak intra-residue N/Ca contacts of S65 and T66. The
F2/F3 slices (Fig. 8E–G) at the three 15N chemical shifts
of S65, T66, and L67 in F1 display the corresponding in-
tra-residue Cafi Cbfi Cc correlations of the protein
region under consideration and thus allow for the iden-
tification of the spin system involved. Hence, by corre-lating the intra- and interresidue NH–HCa contacts
with the full amino acid chain, NHHCC data yield
information about the secondary structure, which com-
plements torsion angle constraints based solely on chem-
ical shifts.4. Conclusions
We have introduced 3D pulse sequences for structure
elucidation and resonance assignment of uniformly la-
beled proteins. Homonuclear CCC and CCHHC exper-
iments containing one double-quantum evolution period
yield 3D spectra without a cubic diagonal, such that
each peak is at least encoded with two resonance fre-
quencies. Off-diagonal peaks are encoded with three res-
onance frequencies, and spectral overlap is reduced with
respect to a 2D experiment. Depending on the second
mixing scheme, these spectra are useful for the identifi-
cation of spin systems and sequential assignment, or
72 H. Heise et al. / Journal of Magnetic Resonance 173 (2005) 64–74they yield proton–proton constraints with increased
spectral resolution. The NHHCC experiment allows
for identification of structural elements such as b-sheets
by correlating NH–HC proton–proton contacts with the
spin system of the amino acid side chain.
Furthermore, we have analyzed alternative sampling
schemes in the indirect dimensions. Reducing the acquisi-
tion scheme in the indirect (t1, t2) space tomatch the decay
function of a 2D FID curve increases the sensitivity by a
factor up to 2 for Lorentzian lines and up to 4/p for
Gaussian lines. In contrast to previous findings [56], how-
ever, this sensitivity gain is accompanied by a decrease in
spectral resolution. The linewidth in both indirect dimen-
sions of a spectrum recorded with such a reduced sam-
pling scheme is always similar to that of a spectrum
sampled over a rectangle of the same area in the (t1, t2)
space, while the sensitivity can be increased by a few per-
cent for the lineshape adjusted sampling scheme.5. Experimental
5.1. Sample preparation
U-[15N,13C]L-Valine was purchased from Cambridge
Isotope Laboratories (CIL, Andover, MA). U-
[15N,13C]Ubiquitin was produced recombinantly in
Escherichia coli and purified according to established
protocols [63,64]. Eight milligrams of U-[15N,13C]ubiq-
uitin was precipitated from PEG, as described in
[65,66] and packed into a 4 mm rotor.
5.2. Numerical simulations
Integrals were solved analytically with the program
Mathematica, numerical simulations of the linewidths
in Figs. 4C and F were carried out in Matlab.
Series of 2D spectra containing one cosine-modulated
signal were calculated from their simulated 2D FIDs
represented by following data arrays (Eq. (11)):
Iðn1; n2Þ ¼ cosð2p  n  dw1  F 1Þ cosð2p  n  dw2  F 2Þ
 decay ðn1; n2Þ; ð11Þ
with decay ðn1; n2Þ ¼ expfn1  dwð1Þ=T ð1Þ2  n2  dwð2Þ=
T ð2Þ2 g for Lorentzian signals, and decay ðn1; n2Þ ¼
expfðn1  dwð1Þ=T ð1Þ2 Þ2  ðn2  dwð1Þ=T ð1Þ2 Þ2g for Gauss-
ian signals. The dwell times dw(i) in both dimensions
were set to of 0:01  T ðiÞ2 , and the frequencies F1 and F2
were set to the arbitrary values 0.038/dw(1) and 0.02/
dw(2).
To compare the effect of modified sampling schemes
on the linewidth depending on the acquisition length,
the number of data points in both dimensions
nimax = n1max = n2max was varied from 10 to 1001 in
steps of 5. Corresponding triangular (elliptic) data
arrays for Lorentzian (Gaussian) signals were generatedby setting all data points with n1/n1max + n2/n2max > 1
((n1/n1max)
2 + (n2/n2max)
2 > 1) of the full array to zero.
For the corresponding reduced rectangular data arrays,
nimax was set to the integer closest to the square root of
the total number of nonzero data points (n1,n2) in the
respective alternative sampling scheme. All 2D data
arrays were subsequently zero-filled to 4096 points in
each dimension and processed by real Fourier-trans-
formation, yielding spectra of a size of 2048 · 2048
points with a resolution corresponding to 2.44 ·
104/dw. For each spectrum, the linewidth at half sig-
nal height was taken of the averaged half-widths in
both dimensions.
5.3. NMR spectroscopy
Solid-state NMR experiments were conducted on
9.4 T (1H resonance frequency: 400 MHz) and 14.1 T
(600 MHz) wide-bore instruments (Bruker Biospin/Ger-
many) using standard triple-resonance (1H, 13C, and
15N) MAS probe heads. The sample temperatures were
actively controlled at 15 C (valine) or 10 C (ubiqui-
tin) during the course of the experiments. For initial
excitation of rare-spin nuclei, Hartmann–Hahn cross-
polarization [67,68] with amplitude modulation on the
proton RF field [69,70] was used. During evolution
and detection, TPPM [71] decoupling with an RF field
of 83 kHz was applied to protons. RF and receiver
phases indicated in Figs. 1 and 2 are given in the respec-
tive figure captions. Signals were referenced to an exter-
nal sample of solid adamantane as a secondary standard
with d (CH2) = 29.5 ppm.Acknowledgments
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